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Preschool Enrichment
Hightouch Hightech can help your preschool
stand out from the competition.
With programs that are totally hands-on and totally
participatory, Hightouch Hightech nurtures
budding young minds with amazing programs
magnificently designed for preschool age children.
Every week a Hightouch Hightech scientist leads
children on a 30 minute non-stop adventure in
science. From archeology to zoology, children
experience a different science discipline and
engage in experiments and activities that help
them understand the science concepts presented.
At the end of each program each child receives a
certificate of participation with a summary of what
they learned and with almost all programs, they
even take home an experiment they worked on.
Hightouch Hightech is science made FUN!

818.481.4911
ScienceMadeFunWLA.net

Nurturing young minds and fueling budding imaginations in science

Scientifically Science©

Eggsperiments©

Baby Animal Games©

Learn all about what a real scientist does. Use
scientific tools! Observe and predict what happens
when you mix chemicals together. Take home a
real magnifying glass.

Discover all the amazing science in a little egg. Learn
about chemistry, physics and different forces while we
have FUN with eggs!

Find out all about animals as we use bean bag
babies to discover what makes each animal so
special. Learn about animal protection, homes,
body coverings and more.

Magnet Makers©
Discover all the cool properties of magnetism.
Learn all the “attractive” facts! Explore attraction
and repulsion, magnetic fields, magnetic poles and
more.

Spooky Spiders©
Get caught in the vast web of information about
spiders. Learn the difference about a spider and
an insect. Take a close look at spiders. Spin your
own web and even build a spider you can eat!

Germs Make Me Sick©
Learn about those nasty little germs that make us sick.
Find out how easily germs can be passed around and
how you can keep germs off you!

Moovin’ & Groovin’©
Have fun as we discover motion. Make water run down
a string. Build your own moving machine. Catch the
groove as we make a balance machine to keep.

My Planet, My Home©
Learn about our incredible planet. Discover how to take
care of our planet, explore recycling, and make a pollen
catcher to keep!

ExSEEDingly Cool©
Discover the amazing world of plants. Have fun as
we check out all types of amazing seeds. Make
seeds travel. Find out what seeds need, and take
some home to grow.

Out of Sight Light©
Discover what light is. Bend light to find ROYGBIV.
Have fun as we explore shadows and make your
own UV light detecting bracelet.

Our children are learning so much! We
are so thrilled to have Hightouch
Hightech teach our center. Excellent
Program, best teachers in all areas,
knowledge, control of class, interaction.

Sandra’s face lights up and is thrilled on
Friday and anxious to find out what she’s
going to learn. I like the hands on
experiments the most. I have
recommended this class to all our friends.

The concepts are interesting and
interactive for this age group and the
way they’re introduced to the kids is fun.
My child loves the class, and can’t wait
for class every week.

Cindy Reimers - Director
Children’s Montessori
Reseda

–Ezet Mousaian
Angels Montessori
Alhambra

Lital Carmel
Kadima Day School
West Hills

" I hear and I forget, I see and I remember, I do and I understand" -Confucius

